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This article shows the existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic estimates of 
solutions of the singularly perturbed boundary value problems for a class of the 
third order nonlinear ordinary differential equations with a small parameter E > 0: 
EY’” = fk Y, Y’, El 
satisfying the condition 
Y’(0) = 0, y(l)=& y’(l)=0 
or 
y”(0) = 0, y(l)=% y’(l)-0. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The singularly perturbed boundary value problems for the third order 
nonlinear ordinary differential equations, which have important applica- 
tions in the fluid dynamics, have been studied in [l-7]. Howes [4] has 
considered the existence and asymptotic estimates of solutions for a class 
of the third order nonlinear singularly perturbed boundary value problems 
W’ = f(Y) Y’ + dx, Y), 
y(a) = 4 y’(a) = c, y(b) = B 
by the methods of descent. In the present paper, by making use of 
differential inequality techniques, we study the existence, uniqueness, and 
asymptotic estimates of solutions of the boundary value problems for a 
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more general class of third order nonlinear ordinary differential equations 
with a small parameter E > 0: 
&Y = f(x, J’, y’, E) (1) 
satisfying condition 
y’(0) = 0, y(l)=07 y’( 1) = 0 (2) 
or 
y”(0) = 0, y(l)=O, 4”( 1) = 0. (3) 
When E = 0, the third order boundary value problems (1 ), (2) and (l), 
(3) reduce to the first order initial value problem 
0 = .f(x, f.4, u’, O), (4) 
u(l)=O. (5) 
Owing to the singular nature of Eq. (l), i.e., I,,,. - 0, and the character 
that the third order boundary value problems reduce to the first order 
initial value problem, the difftculties in discussing the existence and 
asymptotic estimates of solutions for the singularly perturbed boundary 
value problems (1 ), (2) and ( 1 ), (3) arise actually in Section 2. 
As early as 1958, Levinson [l] started the study of the third order 
singularly perturbed boundary value problems. But, so far as the author 
knows, the literature on these kinds of problems was relatively few, there- 
fore, the study on them remains a new promising subject. Especially, the 
uniqueness of solutions for these kinds of problems seems to be only con- 
sidered in [ 1) under a special sense. In Section 3, we study the uniqueness 
of solutions, in the general sense, for the singularly perturbed boundary 
value problems (1 ), (2) and ( 1 ), (3) by making use of differential inequality 
techniques. The use of these techniques to study the uniqueness of solutions 
for these kinds of singularly perturbed boundary value problems seems to 
be new. 
2. EXISTENCE AND ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, the existence and asymptotic estimates of solutions for 
the boundary value problems (l), (2) and (l), (3) are discussed. 
LEMMA 1. Assume 
( 1). F(x, y, z) is continuous in the region 
Q={ky,z)la<x<b, -~<y,z<a3} 
and nondecreasing with respect to y in Q; 
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(2). there exist w(x), O(x) E C3[a, b] such that for u < x < b, 
O(x) <w(x), g’(x) <O’(x), 
o”‘(X) 2 f-(x, o(x), o’(x)), 
W”‘(X) < F(x, O(x), W’(x)). 
Then for constants ~1, /I, y satisfJ)ing 
f$(a) < u <d(a), o(b) < B < o(b), w’(b) < 11 <o’(b), 
the boundary value problem 
y”’ = J-(x, y, y’), 
y’(a) = u, y(b) = Bv y’(b) = y 
has a solution y = y(x) satisfying inequalities 
W(x) < y(x) <w(x), g’(x) < y’(x) <O’(x) (adx6b). 
Proof: For (x, y, z) E Q, we define 
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(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
I 
F(x, y, O’(x)) + 2 - W’(x) 
1 + z -W’(x)’ 
z > W’(x), 
F,(x, I’, z) = 
t 
F(.(x, ?‘, z), g’(x) < z < W’(x), 
t 
F(x, Y, w’(x)) - 
g’(x) - z 
1 +@‘(x)-z’ 
- < c$(x); 
- 
F,(x, d-K), z), Y > o(x), 
F,(-? .v, z) = F,(-? y, z), O(x) < 4’ Go(x), 
F,(-x, fib), z), y < W(x). 
Then F,(x, .v, z) is a bounded continuous function in 52. Thus, by [8, 
Lemma 21 (with slight modifications), the boundary value problem 
y “1 = FAT Y, ,,‘), 
y’(a) = 4 Ab)=h y’(b) = y (10) 
has a solution y= y(x). We maintain 
o’(x) < y’(x) <W’(x) (adxsb). (11) 
In fact, suppose to the contrary that (11) is not valid, e.g., the right half 
inequality does not hold (the case for the left half is similar). Then by (6), 
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(lo), the maximum value of the function J.‘(X) -W’(X) in [a, h] must attain 
at some so E (a, h). Hence 
J”(X,) - ti’(xg) > 0. (12) 
$“(.K(J - O”‘(X,) 6 0. (13) 
But from (12) and the assumptions we have 
y”‘&) 2 F(x,, W(xo), O’(xc))) + 
?.‘(xlJ - W’(xJ 
1 + J”(X,) - c5’(xg) 
> O”‘(X(J 
This contradicts ( 13 ). Therefore, ( 11) is established. 
It is easily seen from (6), ( lo), (11) that 
Hence y= J(X) is a solution of the boundary value problem (7), (8) 
satisfying (9). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. Assume the conditions (1 ), (2) of Lemma 1 hold. Then for the 
constants cI, /?, y satisfiing 
G”(a) GM <w”(a), O(b) < p < o(b), w’(b) < y < O’(b), (14) 
the boundary value problem 
y”’ = F( x, I’, y’ ), 
y”(a) = b, y(b) = IL y’(b)=y 
has a solution J- = f’(x) satisfying inequalities 
O(x) d y(x) <o(x), o’(x) < y’(x) ,< S(x) (a6xdb). 
Proof: Let F,(x, y, z) and Fz(x, y, z) be as in the proof of Lemma 1. 
Since F*(x, y, i) is continuous and bounded in Q, it follows from [9, 
Lemma 21 (with slight modifications) that there exists a solution 4’ = v(x) 
for the boundary value problem 
y”’ = F*(x, I’, z), 
y”(a) = a, my(b) =B, y’(b) = y. (15) 
Now, we prove 
o’(x) < y’(x) < W’(x) (a<x<b). (16) 
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If it were not true, we might, without loss of generality, assume that the 
right half inequality does not hold. Let x = x0 E [a, 61 be a point where the 
function y’(x) - O’(x) attains its maximum value, then 
y’(xg) - O’(x,) > 0. (17) 
It is easy to see from (14), (15) that x0 < b. If x,, > a, then 
y”&) - W”(Xo) = 0, 
y”‘(Xg) - bY”(X(J < 0. 
(18) 
(19) 
If x0 = a, then there exists a sequence {xn}~=, c (a, 6), x, 1 a (n -+ co), such 
that 
y”(X,) - W”(X,) < 0 (n = 1, 2, . ..) (20) 
Hence (18) holds by (14) and (15). Thus, (19) immediately follows from 
(20). Then, similar to the proof of Lemma 1, we deduce (16). And the 
lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 1. Assume 
(H,). f(x, y, z, E) and its first order partial derivatives with respect to 
y, z, and E are continuous in the region 
CT= {(x, y, z, &)IO<X<l, -oo<y,z<co,O~E~EO} 
(E,, > O-constant ), and 
fy(& y, z, E) 2 0 (xv y, z, E) E 0; 
(HI). the reduced problem (4), (5) has a solution u = U(X)E C’[O, 11; 
W3). Lb, Y, z, E) >Ofor (x, y, z, &)~a. 
Then for sufficiently small E > 0, the boundary value problem ( 1 ), (2) has a 
solution y = y(x, E) such that for 0 < x < 1, 
+E[eC’(l-‘CJ- 11, (21) 
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l.l.‘(S, E) - u’(s)1 < c, Iu’(O)l exp 
+ C2Eec”ll 4,) (22) 
where k, c, , c2 are positioe constants. 
Proof: By (Hz), choosing M, N> 0 such that 
lu(s)l <M, lu’(x)l <N 
for 0 < .Y < 1. It then follows from the assumptions that there exist k, r > 0 
Let 
W,(x) = u(x) + !g lu’(l)l e”l’“-lh I l;P ,u’(o)l e”?.’ 
I 2 
-+ lu’(l)l e”“.‘-‘)+E[f-ee”3’.‘-l’] (0 6 x < l), 
1 
f&(x)= u(X-; lu’( 1)l e”l’“P” -f lu’(O)( e”” 
I 2 
(Odxd 1x 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
where 
6= 1, 0, u’( 1) < 0, { ; u’(0) < 0, 
1 u’( 1) 2 0, p= ? u’(0) 2 0, 
Then it is not difficult to show that for sufficiently small E > 0, 
d)-kE.,--r=O (i= 1, 2, 3), (27) 
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and 
!,(AL-&i!(L2+J)=$ !iy3= -;. (28) 
It follows from (23)-(27) that for sufficiently small E > 0, 
f(x, O,(x), f&(x), E) > k(fg(x) -u’(x)) + r(O,(x) - u(x)) 
- tzr + &u”‘(x) = &G:(x) (OGXG l), 
fb, o,(-~), 0Xx), E) G4wXx) - W)) + r(o,(x) - u(x)) 
+ -9 + &u”‘(x) = EQ y(x) (OGXG l), 
and 
w:(o) 6 0 < o:(o), W,(l)<O<w,(l), f&(l)<O<w;(l). 
Therefore, by Lemma 1, for sufficiently small E >O, the boundary value 
problem ( 1 ), (2) has a solution y = y(x, E) such that 
a~) G Y(X, El d w,(x) (Odx< 11, 
g:(x) d y’(x, E) 6 f&(x) (0 < x < 1). 
Thus, (21) and (22) hold by (28). The proof is completed. 
Let M, N and E,, be positive constants, and let 
a’= {(x, y, z, &)I0 Qxdl, lyl<M, IZl<N,OGE<Eo}. 
Then we have the following 
THEOREM 2. Assume 
(H’,). f(x, y, z, E) and its first order partial derivatives with respect to 
y, z, E are continuous in the region g’, and 
fA& y. z, E) 2 0, (x, y, z, E) E a’; 
(Hi). the reducedproblem (4), (5) has a solution u=u(x)~C~[O, l] 
such that 
lu(x)l <M, lu’(x)l < N 
for O<x< 1; 
(Hi). f,(x, Y, z, E) > 0 for (x, y, z, E) E CT’. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 remains valid. 
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Proqf: Let 
Then F(x, I’, z, E) is continuous and it is nondecreasing in 4’ on the region 
fJ= {(x, y,z, &)lO<Xdl, -co<y,z<qO<&<Eg}. 
Therefore, noting that 
I;(& y, z, E) = fb, 4’9 z, El (x, J’, -7, E) E CT’, (29) 
it follows that there exist k, r > 0 such that for 0 <x < 1, 1~1 < M, IZI < N, 
O<E<eO, 
FAX, y, z, E) B k, 
FJX, )‘, u’(x), E) + IF&x, u(x), u’(x), &)I + lU”‘(X)l <r. 
Now according to (25) and (26), we define W,(x) and g,(x), respectively. 
Then, similar to the proof of Theorem 1, it is easily shown from Lemma 1 
that for sufficiently small E > 0, the boundary value problem 
,y “1 = Qx, I’, $7 E), 
y’(0) = 0, 1’(1)=0, J,‘(l)=0 
has a solution y= y(x, E) such that 
h(x) d Ax, E) d w,(x) (O<x< l), 
w:(x) < y’(x, E) d w:(x) (0 d x < 1). 
Thus, for sufficiently small E > 0 and 0 ,< x < 1, we have 
(x, J4-G E), y’(x, E), E) E ff. 
(30) 
(31) 
Hence it follows from (29) that y= J(X, E) is a solution of the boundary 
value problem ( 1 ), (2) for sufficiently small E > 0. Then the proof of 
Theorem 2 is completed from (30), (31) as well. 
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THEOREM 3. Assume the conditions (H, k(H,) of Theorem 1 hold. Then 
for sufficiently small E > 0, the boundary value problem (1 ), (3) has a solution 
y = y(x, E) such that for 0 <x < 1, 
+ .5[ec*‘1--x)- 11, (32) 
,y’(x, E) - u’(x)l d 2c, 4 lu”(O)l exp { -6x}+ lu’(lN 
n[c,exp{-J(l-x)}+2c2Jec2”~“] 
+ C2EeC’(1 --VI) (33) 
where k, c,, c2 are positive constants. 
Proof Let M, N, k, r, Ai (i= 1,2,3) be the constants as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, and let 
W,(x) = u(x) + !jl! lu’(l)l ei’ixpl)-+ lu”(())l ei*.y-+ lu’(l)l e”J(“pL) I 2 I 
+~[l -&I(“-‘)] (0 < x < I), (34) 
oe(x)=u(x)-$ ,24’(l), e-J+; ,24”(O), 
1 2 
e”‘x++ lu’(l), eh’“-” 
1 
-t[l -e”3’X-‘)] (O<x< l), (35) 
where 
u’(l)<O; 
u’( 1) 2 0. 
Then for sufficiently small E > 0, 
&c%:II(X) d j-(x, c&(x), o;(x), E) (OGxd l), 
WY(X) 2 “t-(x, o,(x), w:(x), E) (O<x< l), 
w~(o)<o<@;(o), ti,(l)<O<@,(l), @;(l)<o<C%:(l). 
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Hence, by Lemma 2, for sufficiently small E > 0, the boundary value 
problem (l), (3) has a solution J = !(I, E), and (32), (33) hold. Theorem 3 
is thus proved. 
THEOREM 4. Assume the conditions (Hi b( H[, ) of Theorem 2 hold. Then 
the conclusion of Theorem 3 remains valid. 
Prooj Let 9(.x, y, 2, E), F(x, ~7, z, E), k, and r be as in the proof of 
Theorem 2. Moreover, define the functions O,(x) and W,(X) as (34) and 
(35), respectively. Then, similar to the proofs of Theorem 2 and 3, it is not 
diflicult to show by Lemma 2 that the conclusion of Theorem 4 holds. 
3. UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we consider the uniqueness of solutions for the singularly 
perturbed boundary value problems ( 1 ), (2) and (1 ), (3). 
Let c be the region as in the condition (H,) of Section 2. Then we have 
the following 
THEOREM 5. Assume that f(x, y, 2, E) and its first order partial 
derivatives with respect to y, I 7 are continuous in a and that there exist 
r, k > 0 such that for (x, y, z, E) E o, 
0 < f,.(x, y, 2, E) -c r, f,(x, y, z, E) 2 k. 
Then for sufficiently small E > 0, the boundary value problem ( 1 ), (2) has at 
most one solution. 
Proof: Let 
/I,=2 ;cosf$ 
$ 
where 8, = arccos[ (3r/2k) -1. Then from 
lim 1, = - f, 
E-0 
it follows that there exists EE (0, min{e,, 4k3/27r2}) such that 
(36) 
for 0 < E < E. We prove that the boundary value problem (1 ), (2) has at 
most one solution for each E E (0, E]. Suppose to the contrary that for some 
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.s=sI E (0, E], the problem (l), (2) has two solutions y= y,(x, E,) and 
.I’ = J&c E, 1, 
Y,(X, El) + Y,(X, El) (O<xX 1). 
Then by (2), we have 
fl(x, El) f Y;k 5) (O<x< 1). 
We may assume that some x0 E (0, 1) is such that 
Let 
y,(x)= Y2(X, El)- Y,(X, El), 
P(x) = j; -f-Ax, Yl( x,&,),y;(x,&,)+e~Yb(X),E,)de, 
Q(x) = j-i fv(x, Y,( ~,E,)+@Yo(x),Y;(~, ~,) ~,)de. 
Then it is clear that for any constant c, y= q,(x) is a solution of the 
boundary value problem 
E 1 y”’ = P(x) Y’ + Q(x) Y, (38) 
y’(0) = 0, Al)=07 v’(l)=O. (39) 
Let 
w(x) = e”“, 
where 1 is A,, as in (36). Then, by (37), 
o(x) 2 e-lrik (O<x< l), 
2r ---<o’(x)< -le-2”k 
2k 
(O<x< 1). 
Noting that 
c,A3-kA-r=O, 
(40) 
(41) 
it is not diffkult to show from the assumptions that 
E~w”‘(x) > P(x) w’(x) + Q(x) o(x) (O<x< 1). (42) 
505kW2-5 
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Evidently. E = {c) C&(X) > w’(x), 0 <x < I} is a nonempty set and it is 
bounded from above. Let c0 = sup E. Then 
co y&(x) 2 o’(x) (0 <x d l), (43) 
and co # E. It follows from (39), (41) that there exists x* E (0, 1) such that 
coy;(x*)=o’(x*). (44) 
By (39), (40), and (43), we have 
co Yob) < 4x) (O<x< 1). 
Hence it is easily seen from (38), (42), and (44) that 
E,O’yX*) > P(x*)(co yb(x*)) + Q(x*)(Coy&*)) = E,(Coy;;)(X*)). (45) 
Noting that x*E(O, l), then by (43), (44) we have 
co y;;(x*) = w”(X*). 
Thus it follows from (44) and (45) that there exists 6 E (0, 1 -x*) such that 
w’(x) > co ,,b(x) 
for x* < x < x* + 6. This contradicts (43). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 5 holds, Then for 
sufficiently small E > 0, the boundary value problem (l), (3) has at most one 
solution. 
Proof: Let C be the positive number as in the proof of Theorem 5. We 
maintain that, for each EE (0, E], the boundary value problem (l), (3) has 
at most one solution. In fact, if, for some E = .si E (0, E], the boundary value 
problem (l), (3) had two distinct solutions y= yi(x, E,) and y= y,(x, si), 
we would have 
Yi(X9 El) s Y;k El) (O<x< 1) 
by (3). We may assume that at some point x0 E [0, 1 ), 
Yi(Xo, El) - Yi(Xo, El) < 0. 
Let ye(x), P(x), Q(x), o(x) E, co be as in the proof of Theorem 5. Then for 
any constant c > 0, y = cy,(x) is a solution of the boundary value problem 
EL y”’ = P(x) Y’ + Q(x) Y9 
y”(0) = 0, y(l)=% y’( 1) = 0. 
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Thus, similar to the proof of Theorem 5, we obtain 
co y;(x) 2 w’(x) (O<x< l), (46) 
and there exists x* E [0, 1) such that 
co yb(x*) = o/(x*). 
It is clear that x* # 0. In fact, if X* = 0, a contradiction to (46) would 
follow from y:(O) = 0 and w”(O) >O. And then, similar to the proof of 
Theorem 5, the theorem is proved. 
Let (r’ be the region described in the last section. Then, carefully examin- 
ing the proofs of Theorem 5 and 6, it is not difficult to obtain, respectively, 
the following 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that the function f (x, y, z, E) defined in a’ and its 
first order partial derivatives with respect o y, z are continuous in a’ and that 
for (4 y, GE)E6', 
f,b, Y, Z, E) 2 0, fz(x, .Y, i-9 El > 0. 
Then for sufficiently small E > 0, the boundary value problem (l), (2) has at 
most one solution. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume the conditions of Corollary 1 hold. Then for 
sufficiently small E > 0, the boundary value problem (l), (3) has at most one 
solution. 
These two corollaries reveal that the conditions of Theorem 2 and 4 
ensure not only the existence and appropriate asymptotic estimates of 
solutions for the boundary value problems (1 ), (2) and (l), (3), respec- 
tively, but also the uniqueness of solutions for them in a range defined by 
the region rr’ (for sufficiently small E > 0). 
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